
Bicycle Set 13, 2 pieces

Tool sets for bicycles and e-bikes

   

EAN: 4013288220585 Size: 250x170x20 mm

Part number: 05004184001 Weight: 71 g

Article number: Bicycle Set 13 Country of origin: CZ

Customs tariff
number:

39269097

2 tyre jacks (9502+9503) made of glass fibre reinforced plastic

Safely lever the tyres off of the rim without damaging the rim

The 1/4" hexagon mounting in the 9502 tyre jack allows the fixing of French valves and the use of a 1/4" bit

9503 tyre jack with valve ejector and deflater

 

2-piece tyre jack set for the mobile and stationary use. Both tyre jacks are made of glass fibre reinforced plastic: 9502 tyre jack with bit

mounting, which is also suitable to secure the French valve, and 9503 tyre jack with valve ejector. With the glass fibre reinforced plastic

tyre jacks, the tyres can be safely levered off the rim without damaging the rim.
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Bicycle Set 13, 2 pieces

Tool sets for bicycles and e-bikes

Set contents:

Lever tyre off the rim safely The 9502 tyre jack with bit
mounting

The 9503 tyre jack with valve
ejector to deflate

With the glass fibre reinforced

plastic tyre jacks, the tyres can be

safely levered off the rim without

damaging the rim. Lift off of the

rim with one tyre jack, hook into a

spoke and pull off the tyre with the

second tyre jack. The two tyre

jacks can be clicked together and

are therefore not lost individually.

The 1/4" hexagon mounting in the

9502 tyre jack allows fixing of

French valves on the side flats. In

addition, a 1/4" bit can be inserted

to use for light screw connections.

The 9503 tyre jack is both valve

ejector and deflater.
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